GUIDE

BY TYPE OF APPLICATION

CASH DISPENSERS
Distributing the right number of banknotes involves checking
that condensation doesn’t make them stick together. With this
in view, heating cords or flexes keep the storage bay dry.
FLEXELEC products:

BATTERIES
Keeping batteries from freezing, permanently or during
programmed cycles is paramount for obtaining a reliable main
or emergency electrical supply. This protection can significantly
extend the lifetime of this equipment.
FLEXELEC products:

FLEXCORD

C1P - C1P/T - C1P/I ....................................................p 22
C1S - C1S/T - C1S/I ....................................................p 23
C1F - C1F/T - C1F/I ......................................................p 24

WIND GENERATORS
Speed up the drying process for the resin of wind generator
blades during manufacture or on-site repairs after damage such
as that caused by birds, for example. Silicon Heating mats are
especially recommended for the uniform heating they provide.
FLEXELEC products:

FLEXTRACE

FST - FST/T - FST/I - FST/TP - FST/TF ...........p 48

FLEXMAT

T - TA - TV ............................................................p 68-69
A .......................................................................................p 70

BILLIARD TABLES
Counter variations in air humidity and temperature differences
in the slate, which are detrimental to the speed and trueness of
billiard balls for high-level players, by fixing heating cables to
the bottom of the frame. This has the additional advantage of
making the tables smoother and quieter.
FLEXELEC products:

FLEXMAT

T - TA - TV ..............................................................p 68-69
FLEXFLOOR

VACUUM PUMPS
Taking vacuum to its extremes requires the use of external
means of raising the temperature of equipment using fabrics or
tapes that heat the network as continuously as possible.
FLEXELEC products:

KY .....................................................................................p 62

HORTICULTURE
Force seedlings, or simulate the seasonal climate ahead of time
to improve management of flower and vegetable production
cycles, by inserting a network of heating cables in the ground to
deliver heat as close as possible to the plants.
FLEXELEC products:

FLEXMAT

T - TA - TV ............................................................p 68-69

FLEXTAPE

RV - RV/I........................................................................p 41

FLEXFLOOR

20

KY - KYCY .....................................................................p 62
KYCYR ............................................................................p 63

